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ABSTRACT

Objective Good quality cardiovascular medicines and
devices are crucial in the prevention and management of
the ever-growing threats of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs)
globally. Yet our current understanding of the extent and
impact of substandard and falsified (SF) cardiovascular
medical products is poor. Our objective was to review
the available literature on SF cardiovascular medicines/
Handling editor Seye Abimbola devices, with a focus on prevalence studies to discuss their
impacts on public health.
►► Additional supplemental
Methods Searches were conducted in Embase, PubMed,
material is published online only. Web of Science, Google Scholar, Google and websites
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with interest in medicines/devices quality up to 31 August
online (http://dx.d oi.org/10.
2020. Articles in English and French identified in these
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searches were screened for eligibility. The Medicine Quality
Assessment Reporting Guidelines was used to assess the
quality of prevalence surveys, and we report according to
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the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses statement.
Results A total of 279 articles were included, which
were subcategorised into prevalence surveys (n=28),
equivalence studies (n=118), stability studies (n=5),
routine quality control analyses (n=15), bioavailability
studies (n=2), recalls/seizures/case reports (n=77), general
discussions (n=24) and reviews (n=10). A failure frequency
(defined as the proportion of samples that failed at least
one quality test described in the report) of 525 (15.4%)
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Key questions
What is already known?
►► Substandard and falsified (SF) medicines and med-

ical devices for cardiovascular diseases lead to
negative health impact and adverse financial consequences for patients and the community.
►► Better understanding of the global extent of SF cardiovascular medical products and their burden on
public health is needed.

What are the new findings?
►► Our study showed that almost one-fifth of the 4703

samples tested for quality were substandard or falsified; however, this estimate is not globally generalisable due to the limited data and methodologies of
the included studies.
►► Issues and incidents of SF cardiovascular medical devices were linked to the death of 181 patients; however, our
study did not identify any prevalence surveys relating to
cardiovascular medical device quality.

What do the new findings imply?
►► Our findings suggest that SF cardiovascular medi-

cal products may be a serious but neglected public
health problem.
►► More studies, with objective methodology and better reporting, are needed to provide more accurate
estimates and to better identify where and what the
problems are, to better inform policy.

ensure effectiveness and that the benefits of therapy are
realised in the prevention and treatment of CVDs.

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a group of
disorders of the heart and blood vessels and a
leading cause of death globally. In 2019, there
were an estimated 523 million cases of CVDs
according to the Global Burden of Disease
study.1 Approximately 18.5 million people
died from CVDs in 2019, representing 32%
of all global deaths,1 and this is predicted to
reach 23.6 million deaths by 2030 as a result of
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of contaminated heparin, with dire consequences for
a large number of patients.18 In 2011–2012, over 200
patients died in Lahore (Pakistan) after using Isotab
(isosorbide mononitrate), which was found to contain
deadly amounts of pyrimethamine.19 Between 2013 and
2017, ‘heart medicines’ made up to 5.1% of all the SF
cases (75 out of 1500 reports) reported to the WHO
Global Surveillance and Monitoring System, but details
regarding the incidents and countries of occurrence are
unavailable.20 The recent large SEVEN study surveyed
the quality of seven cardiovascular medicine in 10 sub-
Saharan African countries, yielding results of great
concern as 249 of the 1530 samples (16.3%) tested failed
to meet the stated specifications.21 Poor quality medical
devices used in CVD prevention or treatment and their
impact on public health are also of concern. In 2016,
almost 400 000 implantable cardioverter defibrillators
(ICDs) and cardiac resynchronisation therapy devices
(CRT-Ds) were recalled due to premature battery depletion that resulted in multiple adverse reactions and the
death of at least two people.22 This systematic review
was conducted with the key objective to summarise the
available literature on cardiovascular medicines/devices
quality globally, with a focus on prevalence studies, in
order to discuss their potential impact on public health
and inform policy.
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METHODS
Search strategy
Search terms relevant to pharmaceutical quality (eg,
‘falsified’ and ‘substandard’) were combined with the
names of API used for the prevention or treatment of
CVDs and the main classes of cardiovascular medicine
(eg, ‘beta blocker’ and ‘anticoagulant’) (online supplemental material 1). The names of APIs and medicine
classes were retrieved from the WHO ATC database
(online supplemental material 1). Systematic searches
were conducted in Embase, PubMed and Web of Science
in English up to 31 August 2020. The search terms were
adapted for searches in Google, Google Scholar, national
medicines regulatory authority (MRA) websites and other
websites with interest on medicine quality in English and
French (online supplemental material 2). Only articles
from the first 10 pages (20 titles/page) of Google search
results were screened for eligibility. Titles and abstracts
were first screened and full texts of the identified articles
were then assessed for eligibility. A manual search of the
reference lists of the included articles was performed.
Articles identified in previous systematic reviews by our
research group that included cardiovascular medicines,
not captured in our searches, were also included.23 24
Eligibility criteria
Scientific articles and grey literature in English or French
assessing or discussing the quality of cardiovascular medicines, whether they contained empirical data or not,
were included. Non-empirical literature includes general
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sociodemographic changes, including population ageing
and increasingly common risk factors (eg, obesity, hypertension and diabetes).2 According to the WHO, three-
quarters of CVD deaths take place in low-income and
middle-income countries (LMICs).3 Of all CVD deaths,
85% are due to heart attacks and strokes. The global cost
of CVDs for patients and communities is enormous. In
LMICs, the mean monthly treatment for hypertension
costs US$22, and that for stroke and coronary heart
disease ranges between US$300 and US$1000.4
Prevention, control and early detection of cardiovascular risk for individual patients are vital interventions.
Cardiovascular medications are key components for CVD
prevention and therapy. Approximately 400 active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) or combinations of API
for the treatment or prevention of CVDs are included
in the WHO Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC)
classification list,5 and the British National Formulary
(77/2019).6 Thirty-two are included in the 2019 WHO
Essential Medicines List (EML).7 Surgical operations
and use of medical devices are common interventions
for severe disease. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Code of Federal Regulations lists 154 types of
devices for CVDs.8
Data from 84 countries described in the World Medicines Situation Report showed that in 2008, cardiovascular medicines were the second most consumed class of
medicine in the non-hospital sector.9 In 2017, the total
revenue from branded cardiovascular medicines was over
US$40 billion10 and is expected to reach approximately
US$90 billion by 2024.11 The cardiovascular medical
devices market was estimated to reach US$69 billion by
the end of 2026.12
Falsified medicines are those that ‘deliberately/
fraudulently misrepresent their identity, composition
or source’.13 Substandard medicines are ‘authorised
medical products that fail to meet either their quality
standards or their specifications, or both’.13 This may
result from negligence/errors during the manufacturing
process or degradation through deterioration because
of inappropriate storage/transport in the supply chain.
There is usually inadequate evidence to distinguish poor
quality medicines resulting from errors during the manufacturing process from subsequent degradation in the
supply chain due to heat and humidity. Substandard or
falsified (SorF) medical products of all therapeutic classes
have been found worldwide. Many describe the issue as
a ‘pandemic’.14 In 2018, 159 diverse signatories of the
Oxford Statement called ‘for investment, policy change,
and action to eliminate substandard and falsified medical
products’.15 A 2017 WHO report, based on 100 studies
published between 2007 and 2016, found that 10.5%
of the 48 000 analysed medical products, for all classes,
collected in 88 LMICs, failed at least one quality test.16
Cardiovascular medicines do not seem to be an exception to the SF challenges. Falsified Plavix (clopidogrel)
containing simvastatin was identified in the UK in
2007,17 and in 2008, the USA and Germany faced issues
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Scientific
reports

Study/report type

Definition

Quality control

Surveillance in which samples were collected to be analysed in routine postmarketing surveillance by MRA
or a laboratory mandated by an MRA

Prevalence survey

Study in which samples were collected within the pharmaceutical supply chain to assess their quality in
order to describe the prevalence of circulating SF medicines

Equivalence study

Study to assess the quality of different marketed brands of the same APIs, assuming that the results of the
collected samples would represent the quality of the brand as a whole and not an estimate of the frequency
of individual samples of different quality

Stability study

Study in which quality tests are performed on medicines subjected to various storage conditions

Bioavailability study Study of the in vivo bioavailability, that is, testing for adequate body tissue concentration, including the rate
and extent to which the drug reaches the body tissue compartment
Other
reports

Recall/warning/alert Recall/warning/alert of products by manufacturers via MRA or by MRAs directly, or by WHO rapid alert
Case reports

Patients not responding to medicines or experiencing adverse drug reactions in which the quality of
the medicine was suspected as the cause, also includes samples analysed for quality not included in a
scientific study

Seizure

Confiscations by police or MRA

API, active pharmaceutical ingredient; MRA, medicines regulatory agency; SF, substandard and falsified .

discussions (eg, on the regulatory response to contaminated valsartan products) and reviews of the literature
on various aspects of cardiovascular medicines’ quality
(eg, review of the literature on heparin’s contaminants).
Articles containing scientific data on the prevalence of
cardiovascular medicine quality were the most relevant
publications for this review. Other scientific articles
included stability studies, equivalence studies, bioavailability studies and quality control analyses. We also
included reports of seizures, recalls, alerts by MRAs or
pharmaceutical companies and adverse reactions where
the quality of the medicine was suspected to be the cause.
The different types of publications included in this review
that included data points are described in table 1.
Publications on the quality of herbal/mineral/animal
part remedies used to treat CVDs were not included in
this review. We excluded from our quantitative analysis
data from reports of whole classes of medicines with no
details on the quality of cardiovascular medicines and
publications describing the development/validation of
analytical technique(s) for quality assessment of cardiovascular medicines.
Key definitions
We follow in this review the latest WHO definitions of
substandard and falsified (SF) medicines, published in
2017.13 As it is not possible to reliably classify a medicine
without packaging analysis, products without packaging
authentication that failed at least one quality test or the
results are outside the acceptable limits of the chosen
specifications reference (pharmacopoeia monograph or
in-house specifications) are defined as ‘SorF’. However,
samples that contained incorrect or no API were assumed
to be falsified. There is a risk of misclassification of such
samples as falsified when they are actually substandard,
due to gross manufacturing errors.
Do NT, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e006523. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-006523

We define ‘failure frequency’ (FF) as the proportion
of samples that failed at least one quality test described
in the report.
Pharmaceutical analysis relies on compendial tests such
as those described in pharmacopoeial monographs. For
finished medicines, monographs commonly include the
identification and quantification of API content (using
sophisticated standardised techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) coupled with various detectors), dissolution testing, detection of specific levels of predetermined
impurities/related substances, uniformity of dosage units
and additional attributes, depending on the formulation
of the product (eg, friability of tablets). In many studies
included in this review, not all pharmacopoeial analyses
were conducted and a variety of non-
pharmacopoeial
technologies were used, for example, for research on
specific contaminants or for unstated APIs. Details on the
techniques used were not always provided in the reports,
making it difficult to standardise the definition of a ‘failing
sample’. Consequently, a failing sample is defined in this
review as a sample for which at least one quality analysis test
performed by the investigators failed, irrespective of the
number of and the nature of and the technologies used
for these tests. As a wide variety of medical devices for the
diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of CVD exist and, as far as we are aware, each specific
device or type of device requires customised quality tests;
we follow the same terminology for medical devices (ie, a
medical device is considered as failing if at least one of the
quality analyses is failed).
We define a ‘data point’ as a specific location where
medicines were collected for quality analysis, at a given
time and for a given study.
Data collection
Data were manually extracted into the ‘Online Medicine Quality Data Manager’, an online data entry tool
3
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Table 1 Types of studies with data points included in the review and definition
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Data analysis
FlySpeed SQL Query V.3.5.4.2 was used to extract
data from the online database and Microsoft Excel
2013 was used for data analysis. Qualitative variables
were expressed as numbers and percentages (n (%)).
Quantitative variables were expressed as median with
first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3, respectively).
Quality of studies assessment: medicine quality assessment
reporting guidelines (MEDQUARG)
The methodology and reporting of prevalence surveys
were evaluated using the MEDQUARG checklist of 26
items used in reports of medicine quality surveys.25
All criteria had to be fulfilled for each item to be
awarded one point. Prevalence surveys were assessed
independently by two reviewers with a third person
resolving any disagreement. Only the prevalence
surveys published as original articles in scientific journals, following the Introduction/Methods/Results/
Discussion or similar style and published as reports or
PhD thesis, were assessed.
Medical devices
A similar methodology as that described previously
for the medicines was applied for the identification,
screening, inclusion of articles (see specific key terms
in online supplemental material 1), and the extraction, entry and analysis of data related to cardiovascular devices quality.
This review was registered in the International Prospective Register for Systematic Review (registration number
CRD42018094426) and is reported according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses guidelines (online supplemental material 3)

articles and public alerts (19.0% (n=53)) (figure 2).
Most original research articles (89.8%, 150/167) were
published in peer-
reviewed journals. The number of
publications related to cardiovascular medicines quality
per year was stable between 1979 and 2003, and then
increased from five publications in 2004 to 36 in 2019.
Of the 279 publications, 38 (13.6%) did not contain
any data point information, precluding inclusion in
quantitative analysis. These included 24 discussions and
10 reviews, which did not include details of cardiovascular
medicines’ quality, and 4 studies with insufficient details
on the medicines tested (1 prevalence survey, 1 routine
quality control analysis and 2 equivalence studies). A
total of 241 (86.4%) publications described the quality of
cardiovascular medicines in a specific location at a specific
time with a total of 488 data points. Out of those 241
publications, 116 were equivalence studies (48.1%); 27
(11.2%) were prevalence surveys; 14 (5.8%) were routine
quality control analyses; 5 (2.1%) were stability studies;
and 2 (0.8%) bioavailability studies (online supplemental
material 4). The rest were recall/warning/alerts (n=65),
seizures (n=6) or case reports (n=6) published in newspapers or on medicines regulatory authorities’ websites.
A total of 4703 samples of 49 different API or combinations of API in 70 countries in five continents were
collected and tested for quality and were mainly included
in prevalence surveys (n=3414, 72.6%), equivalence
studies (n=822, 17.5%) and MRA quality control analysis (n=443, 9.4%). Of all samples, 822 (17.5%) failed at
least one quality test. Of the failing samples, 696 (84.7%)
were classified as SorF because no packaging analysis to
assess the authenticity of the samples was performed; 122
(14.8%) were substandard; and 4 (0.5%) were falsified.
All data are mapped in the Infectious Diseases Data
Observatory Medicine Quality Surveyor system (https://
www.iddo.org/mqsurveyor/#cardiovascular).

RESULTS
Overall literature on cardiovascular medicine quality
After removal of duplicates, 20 648 out of 28 988 publications gathered through electronic searches were screened
by title and abstract (figure 1).
Of these, 738 full-text papers were retrieved to assess
eligibility with 279 publications included in this review,
of which most (59.9% (n=167)) were original research

Prevalence studies
Twenty-seven prevalence surveys published between 1996
and 2020 (19 in the last 10 years) contained sufficient
information for inclusion in our quantitative analysis
(online supplemental material 5). Overall, samples of
23 different APIs or combinations of APIs were collected
in 28 countries (131 data points) from 4 continents.
The sample size ranged from 2 to 1530 samples with a
median (Q1–Q3) of 30 (10–94) samples per survey. The
overall FF in prevalence surveys was 15.4% (525/3414).
Four prevalence surveys used random sampling to select
the outlets to be included; 2 used mixed random and
convenience sampling designs (depending on the type of
outlets sampled); 19 used convenience sampling; and in 2
studies, the sampling methodology was unclear. Samples
obtained through convenience sampling of outlets had
an FF of 9.3% (197/2126); those using random selection
had an FF of 25.2% (319/1268); and those with unclear
sampling strategy had an FF of 45.0% (9/20).
In most prevalence studies (22/27, 81.5%) samples
were tested for more than one quality attribute (online
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developed by the Infectious Diseases Data Observatory
Informatics and the Lao-
Oxford-
Mahosot Hospital-
Wellcome Trust Research Unit Medicine Quality team.
Publication type (eg, report and original research
article), year of publication, publisher, sampling type,
location (country and city, where available) and type
of outlet where samples were collected, total number
of samples collected, API/API combination name,
number of samples failing medicine quality test(s),
quality defect and the techniques that were used to
analyse samples were entered in the online tool.
Only the data on the quality test results of the medicines before being submitted to stress conditions in
stability studies were taken into account in our analysis.

BMJ Global Health

supplemental material 5). One-sixth of the samples tested
for impurity/contaminant/related substances failed the
test (16.5%, 80/484); 13.1% failed the API content test
(430/3293); and 28/659 (4.2%) failed dissolution tests
(online supplemental material 6). Four samples out of
1335 (0.3%) tested for packaging authenticity in prevalence surveys failed. These were falsified medicines
imitating Blopress (candesartan). Of 430 samples that
failed API content tests, 13.7% (n=59) contained lower
and 3.7% (n=16) contained higher than the reference
limits chosen by the authors, and for 82.6% (n=355),
there was not enough information in the publication
to determine whether they contained higher or lower
amounts of API.
Over 80% of samples (2743/3293) tested for API
content were analysed by LC (coupled with various
detectors), and 0.5% (18/3293) were analysed by UV-visible spectrophotometry. Thin-
layer chromatography
was used for 50 samples for API identification and/or

semiquantitation. For 532 (16.2%) samples, no information was given on the technique(s) used.
More than one reference pharmacopoeia was used in
nine studies. The United States Pharmacopeia (USP) was
the most commonly used (in 18 studies), followed by the
British Pharmacopoeia and the Brazilian Pharmacopoeia
(in seven and three studies, respectively) (online supplemental material 5). In the study with the largest sample
size, an in-house validated method and in-house specifications were used.21
The highest FF was observed in samples collected from
hospitals/health centres (44.4%, 16/36), followed by
private pharmacies (19.8%, 349/1762) and unlicensed/
unregistered outlets (19.7%, 129/656) (online supplemental material 7).
For 1418 samples described in 18 articles, a breakdown of the samples’ stated manufacturer origin was
not given. For those 1996 samples with such data, more
than 1000 samples were stated as made by European
manufacturers, with an FF of 8.2% (85/1035). The FF

Do NT, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e006523. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-006523
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Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flowchart of the selection process of the
publications on cardiovascular medicine quality.
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of samples stated as made by American manufacturers
was the highest (50.0%, 3/6), followed by those made
by African (17.5%, 37/211) and Asian manufacturers
(15.9 %, 118/744) (online supplemental material 8).
We found no publicly available evidence on cardiovascular medicine quality for 167/195 (85.6%) of
nation states.26 More than half (65.9%, 2250/3414)
of the samples in prevalence surveys were collected
in middle-
income countries, 22.9% (782/3414) in
low-income countries and 5.3% (182/3414) in high-
income countries (HICs) (table 2). Two hundred
samples (5.9%) were part of a multicountry study,
but the FFs were not specified by country. More than
90% of samples included in prevalence surveys were
collected in Africa and Asia, representing 62.8% (2
143/3414) and 28.5% (973/3414) of all the samples,
respectively. Most samples collected in Africa were part
of a large single study conducted in 10 countries21 in
which half of the total samples included in the prevalence surveys (n=1530, 44.8%) were collected. The
FF was the highest in samples collected in Europe
(80.0%, 8/10) followed by the Americas (43.2%,
38/88), but the total number of samples tested was
low (10 and 88). The FF was 20.3% (434/2143) for
samples collected in Africa and 4.4% (43/973) in
Asia. The largest number of samples was collected in
India (n=521), with an FF of 0.6%.
The most commonly collected API in prevalence
surveys was amlodipine with 832 (24.4%) samples analysed, followed by atenolol (511/3414, 15.0%) and furosemide (466/3414, 13.6%). FFs were 18.1%, 7.8% and

7.1% for amlodipine, atenolol and furosemide, respectively (table 3).
The FF of enalapril samples was the highest (100.0%,
2/2), followed by that of clopidogrel– acetylsalicylic acid
(80.0%, 8/10) and nifedipine (76.5%, 78/102), but very
few samples were tested.
The median (Q1–Q3) MEDQUARG score of 21 prevalence surveys assessed was 42.3% (30.8%–53.8%)
(figure 3). Although 16 surveys were reported after the
publication of the MEDQUARG in 2009, only 3 stated
that the MEDQUARG guidelines were followed.21 27 28
Ten (47.6%) studies reported how the sample collectors
presented to the seller (whether mystery or overt shopper
and what the mystery shopper asked the seller) and 4
(19.0%) outlined the sampling design with sufficient
details (online supplemental material 9). No studies
provided stock size or turnover indices of the outlets
sampled. Only 47.6% (10/21) of the studies provided
definitions of the quality of medicines or recognised the
WHO definition. In two (9.5%) surveys, the samples were
clearly categorised as genuine, falsified or substandard or
equivalent terminology (or the reason why this was not
done was explained), and whether medicines were registered with the government in the location(s) sampled.
No studies reported with sufficient details the relationship between packaging and chemistry results. The MRA
of the sampled countries was either involved in the study
(a representative of the MRA being an author in the
paper) or was stated to be informed of its findings in 10
prevalence studies (47.6%).
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Figure 2 Number of publications per type and year of publication. (Note: publications published up to 31 August 2020 only
were included, hence the reduction in the number of publications in 2020 compared with 2019)
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Country

Income

Europe

 
Belgium

 
HIC

Americas

 

 

Brazil

UMIC

3

9

61.4% (35/57)

Mexico

UMIC

2

3

60.0% (3/5)

USA

HIC

2

2

0.0% (0/26)

 

 

Nigeria

LMIC

2

7

38.7% (179/463)

Niger

LIC

1

7

24.0% (24/100)

Congo

LMIC

1

7

22.0% (33/150)

Benin

LIC

1

7

20.6% (67/325)

Zimbabwe

LMIC

1

2

18.2% (2/11)

DR Congo

LIC

2

12

17.9% (25/140)

Côte d'Ivoire

LMIC

1

7

17.6% (52/295)

Mauritania

LMIC

1

7

15.3% (23/150)

Rwanda

LIC

1

5

12.5% (2/16)

Burkina Faso

LIC

1

7

10.0% (14/140)

Togo

LIC

2

9

8.3% (10/121)

Guinea

LIC

1

5

4.0% (2/50)

Senegal

LMIC

1

7

0.8% (1/130)

Libya

UMIC

1

2

0.0% (0/9)

1

1

Africa

Asia

Unknown*
Total

Publications (n)
1

Data points (n)

FF % (n/N)

1

80.0% (8/10)
80.0% (8/10)
43.2% (38/88)

20.3% (434/2143)

South Africa

UMIC

 

 

0.0% (0/43)

Indonesia

LMIC

1

3

100.0% (4/4)

China

UMIC

1

1

53.8% (14/26)

Japan

HIC

1

3

16.7% (1/6)

Myanmar

LMIC

2

2

11.8% (2/17)

Afghanistan

LMIC

1

1

10.0% (3/30)

Cambodia

LIC

1

1

8.9% (7/79)

Mongolia

LMIC

1

1

6.8% (8/118)

India

LMIC

2

6

0.6% (3/521)

Jordan

UMIC

1

4

0.0% (0/172)

Unknown
 

Unknown 2
 
27

2
131

1.5% (3/200)
15.4% (525/3414)

4.3% (42/973)

Because of the limited number of samples tested for quality in the studies included in this review, the figures should not be interpreted as
representative of the prevalence of specific substandard and falsified cardiovascular medicines (please refer to the Discussion section).
FF is defined as the proportion of samples that failed at least one quality test described in the report.
*Multicountry study (Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland and Portugal) with no breakdown of the results by country.
FF, failure frequency; HIC, high-income country; LIC, low-income country; LMIC, low-income and middle-income country; UMIC, upper
middle-ncome country.

Equivalence studies
We found 116 equivalence studies from 1987 to 2020 with
161 data points and 822 samples tested, with a median
(Q1–Q3) of 6 (4–9) samples per study, of 32 different
API/API combinations collected in 51 countries (online
supplemental materials 10 and 11). Of 822 samples, 30.5%
(n=251) were SorF and 2.4% (n=20) were substandard,

giving an overall FF of 33.0% in equivalence studies.
Most samples were generics (72.3%, 594/822) with an
FF of 31.6% (188/594) and innovator brands with an
FF of 16.0% (4/25) (online supplemental material 11).
No information on whether the samples were generics
or innovators was reported for 203 samples. Out of 594
generic medicines, 71.9% of samples were collected in
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Table 2 FF by continent/country in prevalence surveys of cardiovascular medicine quality
Continent

BMJ Global Health

Publications (n)

Data points (n)

FF % (n/N)

Enalapril
Clopidogrel–acetylsalicylic acid

1
1

1
1

100.0% (2/2)
80.0% (8/10)

Nifedipine

1

1

76.5% (78/102)

Candesartan

2

6

42.6% (20/47)

Warfarin

2

4

37.5% (3/8)

Lisinopril

1

3

31.9% (53/166)

Simvastatin

3

13

28.1% (64/228)

Captopril

3

12

25.8% (63/244)

Methyldopa

2

2

20.0% (1/5)

Epinephrine

1

2

18.2% (2/11)

Amlodipine

5

16

18.1% (151/832)

Atenolol

8

17

7.8% (40/511)

Furosemide

6

14

7.1% (33/466)

Hydrochlorothiazide

5

14

1.8% (4/218)

Atorvastatin

4

6

1.5% (3/199)

Ramipril

1

1

0.0% (0/39)

Acenocoumarol

1

10

0.0% (0/165)

Clopidogrel

1

1

0.0% (0/33)

Diltiazem

1

1

0.0% (0/12)

Bisoprolol

2

2

0.0% (0/77)

Propranolol

2

2

0.0% (0/4)

Digoxin

1

1

0.0% (0/2)

Valsartan–hydrochlorothiazide
Total

1
27

1
131

0.0% (0/33)
15.4% (525/3414)

Because of the limited number of samples tested for quality in the studies included in this review, the figures should not be interpreted as
representative of the prevalence of specific specific substandard and falsified cardiovascular medicines (please refer to the Discussion
section).
Note: We found no data on the quality of medicines belonging to the WHO ATC peripheral vasodilator and vasoprotective subgroups.
FF is defined as the proportion of samples that failed at least one quality test described in the report.
API, active pharmaceutical ingredient; ATC, Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical; FF, failure frequency.

Cardiovascular medical devices
After removal of duplicates, 5152 out of 6494 publications
gathered through electronic and other sources searches

were screened by title and abstract (online supplemental
material 14). A total of 31 publications were included.
We found no prevalence survey on the quality of cardiovascular medical devices. Nineteen recalls/alerts, 5
case reports and 2 seizures of SF cardiovascular device,
published from 1994 to 2020, were found. The other
five publications were general discussions about device
quality.
Thirteen publications described recall/alert/case
report of pacemakers and ICD issues due to hardware
malfunctions, software errors or premature battery
depletion (online supplemental material 15). Reports of
more than 300 adverse reactions deemed associated with
SF devices, including 181 deaths likely associated with
devices failure, were identified.
Other publications included in our review are listed in
online supplemental material 16 (medicines) and online
supplemental material 17 (devices).
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Asia (49.0%, 291/594) and Africa (22.9%, 136/594) with
FFs of 27.8% (81/291) and 34.6% (47/136), respectively.
Seizures, recalls and case reports
Seventy-seven publications describing recalls/warning/
alerts (n=65), seizures (n=6) and case reports (n=6) of
SF cardiovascular medicines in 34 countries were found.
Twenty-seven reports described recalls of thousands of
batches of sartan products containing N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), N-nitrosodiethylamine (NDEA) and
N-nitroso-N-methyl-4-aminobutyric acid (NMBA) impurities in 2018–2020 (online supplemental material 12).
Recalls of products of 27 other APIs/combinations of
APIs due to dissolution failure, API content or impurity/contaminant were also found (online supplemental
material 13).
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Table 3 FF by API/API combination in prevalence surveys of cardiovascular medicine quality
API/API combination

BMJ Global Health

Prevalence of SF medicines
The median number of samples (median of 30) collected
per prevalence survey in this review is lower than that
observed in a systematic review of antidiabetic medication quality (median of 112)24 and higher than that
observed in a review of antimalarial quality (median of
10).23 Most samples were from LMICs, where more than

quarters of CVD deaths occur.2 We found only
three-
one study conducted in China, despite a high incidence
of CVDs, with an FF of 53.8% but with only 26 samples
tested.29 In 2016, there were 245 million people in China
with CVDs and 265.11–309.33 CVD-related deaths per
100 000 deaths per year.30 There were only 42 samples
tested in three HICs, though past incidents suggest SF
medicines are also present there. In one study, eight
‘commercial’ samples of clopidogrel–acetylsalicylic acid
from Belgium failed either API content analysis or dissolution test, and one sample out of three clopidogrels
obtained online dissolved poorly. Less than 100 samples
were tested in three countries of the Americas (online
supplemental material 5), with the highest observed FF.
These data suggest that more investigations are needed
globally, including in HICs, to assess whether, and the
extent to how, SF may or not be involved in high rates of
CVD and their complications.
We found no prevalence surveys for 25 of the 34 medicines used for CVDs included in the 2019 WHO EML,7
but we did find prevalence data on 14 API/combinations of APIs not included in the list. Over one-quarter
of the samples of enalapril, clopidogrel–acetylsalicylic,
nifedipine, candesartan, warfarin, lisinopril, simvastatin
and captopril (four of them included in the WHO EML
(enalapril, warfarin, lisinopril and simvastatin) failed at
least one quality test, although with a number of samples
tested per API lower than 50. Out of the 17 APIs with a
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DISCUSSION
Overall, 822 (17.5%) of 4703 medicine samples collected
in all studies included in this review failed at least one
quality test. A similar FF (15.4%, 525/3414) was observed
when considering only samples included in the 27 studies
with the aim to assess the prevalence of SF medicines
(‘prevalence surveys’). Most prevalence surveys were
of limited quality with relatively subjective and diverse
sampling methods and small sample sizes, making it very
difficult to draw a clear picture of the global epidemiology of SF cardiovascular medicines and discuss associated factors. SF cardiovascular medicines were found in
24 countries (out of 28 where samples were collected)
on four continents in prevalence surveys. Most failing
samples contained out-of-specification impurity/contaminant levels and/or API content and/or dissolution
defects. We found no prevalence surveys on the quality
of cardiovascular medical devices, but we found recalls,
seizures and case reports of SF devices in four continents,
some associated with deadly consequences (181 people
died because of device failure).
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Figure 3 Percentage of concordance of the 21 prevalence surveys of cardiovascular medicine quality with the 26 items
included in the MEDQUARG checklist. MEDQUARG, Medicine Quality Assessment Reporting Guidelines. The red dashed lines
indicate the publication date of the MEDQUARG checklist.
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in captopril and amlodipine samples, but little is known
about their clinical consequences.42 Investigation as to
whether impurities/contaminants have carcinogenic
effects or other significant effects and quantifying their
risks are crucial toxicological problems requiring more
research. Out-of-specifications levels of NDMA, NDEA
and NMBA that are classified as probable human carcinogens were identified in thousands of batches of sartans
worldwide in 2018–2019.43 44 The US FDA estimated
that 1 additional case of cancer over a lifetime would
be observed in 8000 patients using valsartan products
containing NDMA impurity and 1 case in 18 000 patients
using valsartan products containing NDEA at the highest
valsartan dose daily for 4 years.45 However, in contrast,
analysis of Danish nationwide registries of patients
followed up for a median of 4.6 years between 2012 and
2017 showed no significant short-term increases in risk
of cancer in 3400 patients exposed to NMDA impurities
compared with 3625 patients unexposed to NMDA.46
The quality of medical devices for CVD prevention and
treatment
We found no prevalence surveys on cardiovascular device
quality, although multiple issues related to pacemakers,
ICDs, CRT-
Ds or stents were identified. For example,
hundreds of thousands of ICDs and CRT-
Ds worldwide were recalled due to premature battery depletion,
linked to adverse reactions and, in some cases, patient
deaths.22 47 In a hospital in Lahore, Pakistan, and in a
raid of a multinational company in Pakistan, allegedly
fake stents were found in 2016–2017.48 49 Because of the
nature of cardiovascular devices such as pacemakers,
ICDs and stents, the assessment of the quality requires
specific skills and resources, especially in settings with
limited regulatory oversight.50 To better understand the
epidemiology and impact of the problem, more research
and regulatory inspections are needed. The functionality
of regulatory systems for devices globally have been called
into question with many reports of substandard products,
including cardiovascular devices.51 New guidance by the
WHO will be helpful for market surveillance of medical
devices.52
Limitations of the systematic review
Limitations of this review include that unpublished postmarketing surveillance results from MRAs and data from
the pharmaceutical industry could not be captured. We
found recalls/seizures/case reports mainly from a limited
number of MRA’s websites and other websites interested
in medicine quality, and Google, from 1994 to 2020. Our
searches were done in English and French only.
Quality of prevalence surveys reporting and methodology
Most prevalence surveys were conducted using convenience sampling, risking bias that could be reduced by use
of randomised surveys, although at increased cost and
time.23 The majority of the surveys were conducted in a
limited number of geographical areas and with a small
Do NT, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e006523. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-006523
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Narrow Therapeutic Index (NTI), we found data on only
three.31 Some tablets from three out of eight samples of
warfarin tested were found outside normal API ranges
of 95%–105% according to the USP, but all tablets were
within the 85%–115% range. No sample among 165
samples of acenocoumarol and no samples (0/2) of
digoxin failed. For NTI medicines such as warfarin, even
API variation as small as 5% lower or higher than the specifications are very likely to lead to therapeutic failures or
serious adverse reactions, sometimes irreversible. Monitoring the quality of NTI medicines is thus vital and has
been recently advocated.32 We found no prevalence data
on low-dose (less than 150 mg) acetylsalicylic acid, only
limited evidence on clopidogrel’s quality, and no data on
vital acute care medicines such as dopamine, streptokinase, heparin and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors.
The most common defects were higher than acceptable
levels of impurity/contaminant, incorrect API content
and dissolution failure. For samples failing to contain
the correct amount of API, whether the API was lower
or higher than pharmacopoeial limits was often (82.6%,
355/430) not reported. When details were reported,
a lower API than that stated was the most common
defect. The administration of cardiovascular medicines
containing lower API or with low dissolution rate risks
low bioavailability. When taken mid-term or long term,
they will likely lead to treatment failure with end-organ
damage, and ultimately life-
threatening complications
and death.33 34 However, as far as we are aware, the consequences to patients exposed to subtherapeutic doses
have not been studied. People may be exposed to SF
for weeks if only one batch of a brand is affected, but
they may receive good quality medicines at the next
refill. Dose–response trials and pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic studies could provide an evidence
base for understanding the consequences of medicines
with API concentrations outside of pharmacopoeial
specifications.35
‘Moderately’ high candesartan levels were detected in
12 samples (up to 112% API for pharmacopoeia specifications at 95%–105%); 1 sample of captopril contained
155% API; 1 sample of nifedipine contained 135% API;
1 warfarin sodium tablet and 1 epinephrine injection
contained high API content, but no details on the exact
amounts were given. Higher content than expected of
these APIs poses high risks of adverse drug reactions.36 37
Potentially unsafe and unexpected APIs such as acetylsalicylic acid (in very low doses) or metronidazole in clopidogrel samples were also described.38
Various impurities, mainly API-
related substances,
such as nitrophenylpyridine and nitrosophenlylpyridine (in 75 samples),39 or ramipril–diketopiperazine (in
14 samples),40 were found at levels above specifications.
Little is known about the safety of most impurities in pharmaceutical products. Some, for example, can pose toxic
effects on DNA resulting in increased cancer risk.41 In a
post hoc analysis using samples of the largest prevalence
survey recently published, various impurities were found
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CONCLUSION
The evidence suggests that there are important issues
with the quality of cardiovascular medicines/devices that
will have important consequences for public health. Our
results cannot be regarded as generalisable, and careful
interpretation is needed; we do not state that 15.4% of
cardiovascular medicines globally are SF. Surveys with
standardised methods and reporting (ideally, using
randomised sample collection and including the description of contextual aspects) will provide meaningful and
generalisable estimates of the prevalence of the quality of
cardiovascular medicines and how this changes through
time and space. To better inform policy, more effort is
needed to pinpoint problems and seek appropriate solutions. Ensuring quality cardiovascular medicines/devices
from manufacturing throughout the supply chain to
consumers, in the context of ever-rising CVDs, is crucial
to public health.
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